THE BREAKDOWN OF KINGSHIP
but the reply of those who were managing the revolt was a
Remonstrance, in which they claimed a sort of new partnership
in government with the King, and demanded the final dismissal
of his great minister.
The La Rochelle Expedition, the lie de Re, and the
Third Parliament. I have said that Buckingham's chief
claim to his great position in English history is his having
initiated the policy of a powerful navy. He was prepared for
a naval expedition which would have raised both the power and
the prestige of England. France had then no fleet comparable
to that of Charles, thanks to Buckingham; and had he made
England the unquestioned power in the northern seas, as he
came so near to doing, alliance with her on the conclusion of
peace would have been eagerly sought by France against
Spain or Spain against France. To conclude the war with
France it was determined to relieve the Protestant town of
La Rochelle, which the French King and his minister Richelieu
proposed to reduce to obedience by siege. Buckingham sailed
in command of the expedition for that port, which stands in
the midst of the Atlantic coast of France; he had a large body
of well-armed transports and some 8000 men, with a sufficient
body of gunners and artillery. With great judgment he did
not attack on the mainland, but, as his fleet was supreme, while
the French had inexhaustible land forces, he proceeded to relieve
the pressure upon La Rochelle by attacking the island of R6,1
commanding the entry to the harbour.
Buckingham would have succeeded against any other man
than Richelieu. Although the French had no fleet to speak of,
Richelieu's amazing energy and power of work, memory, and
co-ordination managed to get a convoy of supply-boats into
the harbour of the capital of the island of Re, Saint-Martin,
just as it was at the last gasp of starvation; on that account the
expedition failed, and Buckingham returned with his defeated
force, which had suffered in the operations, and most heavily
in the difficult evacuation of the island and the embarkation of
his troops. Had Buckingham succeeded he would once again
have become the popular hero, but this second failure, following
on Cadiz, strongly reinforced his enemies in the House of
Commons, who thirsted for his blood because he stood for the
kingly power. It was in the summer and autumn of 1627 that
* The old spelling, still generally used in our histories, is * Rhe*.9
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